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As
distributor driver.
for Outline,
Melodia Sound deployed a main
PA system comprising the Italian
manufacturer’s Superfly line array
elements.
The system was formed from
left and right hangs of eight
Superfly cabinets each, with six
DBS 18-2 subwoofers ground
12LEX1300Nd
stacked
on either side for low-end
reinforcement. In addition, six
Outline Vegas 12 CX enclosures
delivered centre-fill.
Outline’s Newton was employed
for processing, while a Soundcraft
Vi5000 digital mixing console was
employed at FOH. A Yamaha PM1D
handled the mix for monitors.
‘We faced challenges during the
15LEX1000Nd
set up, as Yovie And His Friends are
a big band with many instruments,

sides, double silicone spiders and
triple surround rings.
Rated at 1,000W AES power, the
12LEX1300Nd woofer comes with
a 4-inch DUO double layer in/out
voice coil that offers extended
controlled displacement with
±11mm Xmax and 65mm peak-topeak excursion before damage. The
15LEX1000Nd and 18LEX1000Nd
models feature a 3.5-inch DUO voice
coil design providing low distortion,
97dB/98dB (1W/1m) sensitivity
with ±10mm Xmax and 65mm peakto-peak excursion.

Designed for bass and mid/bass
applications, the 14MC700Nd
is a 700W, AES-rated, 14-inch
woofer with a 3-inch DUO voice
coil that incorporates an FEAoptimised neodymium motor
structure. The 14-inch format
gives users the chance to work
between conventional 12- and
15-inch sizes. With a recorded
sensitivity of 99dB (1W/1m),
the 4kg woofer operates within a
55Hz to 4kHz frequency range and
further benefits from the inclusion
of Maltcross technology. Other

as well as an orchestra with
violins, saxophones and more,’
said Rudy Winarto, director of
Melodia Sound. ‘Plus, the wireless
system included IEMs, wireless
host modules and instrument
mics. We overcame these
challenges through good teamwork
CD1114Fe
and excellent knowhow, with good
communication and coordination
features
include an aluminium
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and at the
demodulating
ring and waterproofvenue.’
treated cone for both sides.
Finally, for the high frequencies,
www.instagram.com/melodiaproduction
Beyma
has produced an FEAwww.outline.it

optimised ferrite compression
driver with a 1.75-inch DUO
double layer in/out aluminium
voice coil and a 1.4-inch throat.
The CD1114Fe features a
PM4 polymer diaphragm that
promotes competitive linearity,
band pass and distor tion
ratings. Featuring four M6
threaded holes, the 1.9kg driver
is rated for 70W program power
above 1.5kHz with a sensitivity
of 109dB (1W/1m).
www.beyma.com

Joey Yung
turns to
DMT
18LEX1000Nd

Based on the design concept of
the 18LEX1600Nd
flagship,
the
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while
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several
audioand
loaded horn designs. In addition
solutions.
to incorporating FEA neodymium
motor structures, the woofers are
sufficiently cooled courtesy of the
inherent Maltcross technology. All
three models feature waterproof
cones with treatment for both

for the MFX-12MC is 450W
(continuous) and 3,000W (peak);
the MFX-15MC delivers 500W
(continuous) and 3,500W (peak).
Both models have maximum SPL
ratings of 135dB and 136dB,
respectively.
Joey Yung chose Sennheiser 5000
In addition,
themicrophones
MFX monitors
Series
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for
feature
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the concert,
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along withuse
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DPA Microphones.
for
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when
Meanwhile,
at front of house,
mixing
needed.
engineer Frankie Hung sat behind a
Solid State Logic L550 console.
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A-3000D Series

Digital Mixer Amplifier

Latest addition to TOA amplifier range, the A-3000D Digital Series promises high-performance and
cost-efficiency. Be it for broadcasting, paging or background music in schools, boutiques, factories, corporate
offices or houses of worship, there is one that will suit your need.
This series consists of a digital booster amplifier and mixer amplifier models featuring MP3 Player, FM Radio,
Bluetooth, Zone Selection and Equalizer. Available in 120W, 240W and 480W.
We supply sound, not equipment.
www.toa.com.sg
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